9o	HOW THE PRESS REVOLUTION  CAME
when he resigned (Perrier-Jouet being then a familiar
brand of champagne). Once eccentricity was allowed to
head an article " Can't Think of a Title/' The Pall
Matt specialized also in essays with a genuine literary
flavour, and ran every day among its Notes on public
affairs verses which could without sarcasm be called
poetry*
Cust contributed, therefore, to the humanization of the
newspaper, but could not make the process pay; its
millionaire proprietor tired of it in time, as all millionaire
proprietors do, being much happier when they are raking
in money than when they have to pay it out*
Perhaps Gust's obduracy in refusing to print articles
written by him, " all out of his own head/' as one of the
staff put it, helped to make Astor decide that he would
sell. Cust told him the articles were not the thing for an
evening paper, and suggested, half in jest, that he should
start a magazine in which they could appear* The advice
offered as a joke was taken* The Pall Mall Magazine
was founded, with a lord as editor (Cust was only an
" Honourable ") and Astor's pride of authorship gratified*
He had yet another paper, a weekly, called the Pall Matt
Budget, which was clever and lively; this he burned on the
funeral pyre of his viscountess* In other words, he said
that, as his wife had been so attached to the Budget^ he
could not bear to keep it going after her death* Actually
it was not paying very well*
Astor's irruption into the newspaper world was almost
the beginning of the connection between Press and
Peerage which has become such a feature of this later
age* In time his son and successor in the title bought the
Otamr, in which Mr* J* L* Garvin does his best to counter-
act the effect of the Christian Sunday by preaching the
worship of Brute Force, while a younger Astor is, as we

